
Health Plans Weigh In On 
The Affordable Care Act 



The Affordable Care Act (ACA), medical 
advances and ongoing concerns about health 
costs and quality are just a few of the topics 
that have been keeping healthcare executives 
awake at night.  With the emergence of the 
Health Insurance Marketplace, other ACA 
provisions and dynamic changes on the 
horizon, AIM Specialty Health was prompted 
to survey* senior executives on their 
perspectives about the future of healthcare. 

Tapping a client base that includes thought 
leaders from many of the foremost brands 
in the healthcare industry, health plan 
leaders shared with AIM viewpoints on topics 
ranging from meeting the needs of the newly 
insured exchange population to cost and 
quality strategies.  Results from the survey 
and ongoing dialogue with health plan clients 
provide useful insights into the future of our 
industry.  

Some notable findings revolve around:

• Population dynamics and overall 
   business impact
• Potential reaction from employers
• Optimal strategies to meet market needs 

EXCHANGES ARE HERE  
Checking the pulse of the industry
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*Surveys were conducted July, 2013 via email among the AIM customer base spanning Blue Cross affiliates as well as other health plans.  
Respondents included a broad arrange of medical directors and senior executives responsible for care management, provider engagement, 
contracting, product development, cost of care management, national account sales, utilization management, academic medicine and private 
practice, as well as other specialized areas.  Additional feedback informing this overview was gathered at the AIM Executive Healthcare Forum, 
client advisory meetings and other strategic health plan discussions.



MEMBERSHIP & 
MARKET SHARE
 

Part of the Affordable Care Act includes exchanges or a 
Health Care Insurance Marketplace to make simplified options, 
information and enrollment available to individuals and small 
businesses with purchased coverage beginning in 2014.

To increase both membership and market 
share

To grow membership but maintain current 
market share

To gain membership but lose market share

No change - minimal impact to overall 
membership and current market share

Be far less healthy and incur substantially 
higher medical costs

Be somewhat less healthy and incur 
somewhat higher medical costs

Have similar health status and medical 
costs

Have better health status and lower 
medical costs

POPULATION 
HEALTH & COSTS
Compared to their commercial 
membership, respondents foresee
that new members will:
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67.6%
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Anticipated business impact 
according to health plan 
respondents
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COST & QUALITY STRATEGIES
How respondents ranked the importance of the following 
strategies to help manage the needs of this 
emerging marketplace:

ACCOUNTABLE CARE SOLUTIONS

NETWORK MANAGEMENT

CARE MANAGEMENT
SPECIALTY BENEFIT MANAGEMENT

PROVIDER INCENTIVES

SHARED DECISION MAKING

MEMBER ENGAGEMENT
4.21%

4.28%

5.24%

8.31%

6.28%

6.45%

21.9%

34.4%

34.4%

9.4%

 

HOW EMPLOYERS MAY REACT
After an initial “wait and see” period, employers 

will forgo providing healthcare benefits to 
employees and instead provide incentives to 

employees to use the exchanges to purchase their 
own coverage. Survey respondents:

Agree

Strongly Agree

Neutral

Disagree
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KEY BARRIERS
What may prevent health plans from adopting 

strategies to manage the needs of the 
emerging marketplace:

CLINICAL SUPPORT
Ranking of clinical care areas that will 
require the most support for this new 
membership:

CLAIMS SYSTEM & TECHNOLOGY CONSTRAINTS

PROVIDER ABRASION

LEGISLATION

LACK OF COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAMS

LIMITED CLINICAL EVIDENCE

EMPLOYER CONCERNS

MEMBER PUSH BACK
16.7%

16.7%

20.0%

23.3%

36.7%

53.3%

63.3%

63.3%

53.3%

36.7%

23.3%
20.0%

16.7% 16.7%

Claims system & technology constraints 

Provider abrasion

Legislation

Lack of comprehensive programs

Limited clinical evidence

Employer concerns

Member pushback 
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4.53

3.83
3.63

2.33

1.90

DIABETES

CARDIOLOGY

ONCOLOGY

MUSCULOSKELETAL

RESPIRATORY

OTHER
1.90

2.33

3.63

3.83

4.53

4.77

Importance Score: 1-Least Important; 6-Most Important
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HOW HEALTH PLANS 
GAIN VALUE

AIM is well positioned to support health plans in meeting the needs of insured populations 
today and tomorrow.  As a national leader in specialty benefits management, we help 

ensure appropriate, safe and affordable care.  Health plans throughout the country realize 
proven value by partnering with AIM and leveraging our integrated solution suite, clinical 

excellence, technology and superior customer service.  

To learn more, please contact Marketing@AIMSpecialtyHealth.com


